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The development of a machine-learning-based human activity recognition (HAR) system using body-worn sensors is mainly
composed of three phases: data collection, model training, and evaluation. During data collection, the HAR developer collects
labeled data from participants wearing inertial sensors. In the model training phase, the developer trains the HAR model
on the collected training data. In the evaluation phase, the developer evaluates the trained HAR model on the collected test
data. When the HAR model cannot achieve the target recognition accuracy, the developer iterates the above procedures by
taking certain measures, including collecting additional training data, until the re-trained model achieves the target accuracy.
However, collecting labeled data for HAR requires additional time and incurs high monetary costs. In addition, it is difficult to
determine the amount and type of data to collect for achieving the target accuracy while reducing costs. To address this issue,
this paper proposes a new method that predicts the performance improvement of the current HAR model, i.e., it determines
the level of performance improvement achievable by re-training the HAR model with additional data, before collecting the
additional data. Thus, the method enables the HAR developer to establish a strategy for additional data collection by providing
advice such as “If labeled data for the Walking and Running activities from two additional participants is collected, the HAR
accuracy of the current HAR model for Walking will improve by 20%.” To achieve this, a neural network called AIP-Net is
proposed to estimate the improvement in performance by analyzing the feature space of the current HAR model using the
proposed entropy-based attention mechanism. The performance of AIP-Net was evaluated on eight HAR datasets using
leave-one-dataset-out cross-validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Human activity recognition (HAR) technology using body-worn sensors has been actively studied in the ubi-
comp community because of its potential to be used in various domains, such as healthcare, sports, and industry
[12, 25, 27, 44–46]. As the scope of HAR technology expands, it is expected that HAR technology will become com-
monplace. Therefore, we believe that ubicomp researchers should create an environment where non-researchers
can easily develop a HAR system.
Because a set of activity classes and sensor systems (e.g., wrist-worn or waist-worn accelerometer) depend

on the application, a developer would have to develop a HAR system for each application, in many cases. The
development process of a machine learning-based (ML-based) HAR system is mainly composed of three phases:
data collection, model training, and evaluation. During data collection, the developer collects labeled data from
participants wearing body-worn sensors. In the model training phase, the developer trains a HAR model on the
collected training data. In the evaluation phase, the developer evaluates the trained HAR model on the collected
test data. When the HAR model cannot achieve target recognition accuracy, the developer iterates the above
procedures by taking measures such as i) collecting additional training data, ii) changing the HAR model, iii)
redefining activity classes, for example, merging activity classes that are difficult to distinguish, or iv) adding
body-worn sensors [43], until the re-trained model achieves the target accuracy. However, it is difficult for
non-researchers to achieve these tasks without instructions from HAR experts. This paper mainly focuses on
supporting additional training data collection because the data collection is reportedly the hardest part of HAR
[6]. In addition, in the development of a machine learning-based system, the amount of training data reportedly
affects the performance of the system the most [34].

In the recent ubicomp community, studies supporting HAR system development have been actively conducted.
For example, a method that estimates the ML setting (handcrafted features and an ML model to use) suitable for
a given HAR task was studied [11]. The experimental results suggest that one or two specific settings exhibit the
highest recognition accuracy for almost all tasks (datasets). The data collection is reportedly the hardest part of
HAR [6]. Therefore, supporting data collection for HAR is crucial in developing a HAR system by non-researchers.
For example, a system that supports the collection of high-quality acceleration data has already been developed
[6]. This system supports HAR developers in collecting high-quality HAR data without noise or pollution like
HAR datasets collected by experienced researchers.

1.2 Difficulties in Developing HAR Systems
As above, studies on supporting high quality HAR data collection have been conducted. However, collecting
labeled data for HAR still requires considerable time and incurs high monetary costs, in terms of employing
subjects or volunteers, setting up sensor systems and data collection environments, annotating collected data by
watching video recordings, etc. Assume that a HAR developer collects the initial labeled data, trains the HAR
model on the labeled training data, and then evaluates the model. When the recognition performance of the
model cannot achieve the target performance, the developer should collect additional labeled data. However, it
is difficult for non-researchers to know the amount and kind of data to collect while saving costs. To the best
of our knowledge, no studies have supported the planning of an additional data collection strategy for HAR by
non-researchers.
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The data collection/annotation methods for HAR are categorized into the following two methods: 1. Direct
observation: A researcher (developer) directly observes activities of a subject and labels observed sensor data. An
experiment can also be conducted in a dedicated living environment with cameras for annotation. The researcher
can ask the subject to perform a specific activity to collect high-quality data; however, the detailed instructions
can induce unnatural activity in the data. Therefore, data collection is usually conducted in a semi-natural manner,
where a participant performs a sequence of activities in a random order, as specified on an instruction sheet
without detailed instructions [4]. 2. Diary study: A participant collects and labels sensor data in a natural living
environment using diary study methods such as experience sampling [8]. The participant carries a handy terminal,
and the participant inputs a label for the current activity via the terminal. However, because of the difficulties
in creating high-quality labels by participants, many public HAR datasets are created using direct observation
(including video observation).

In the case of the first method, that is, direct observation, because the effectiveness (i.e., performance improve-
ment) of collecting additional data is unclear, it is difficult to formulate a plan for the additional data collection
experiment, which costs time and money. Even if the developer collects additional data with high costs, there is
no guarantee that the re-trained model on the additional data would achieve the target performance. In the case
of the second method, that is, diary study methods, although methods based on active learning ask a subject to
label data only in the case of informative data1 as studied in [26, 33], these methods do not assess the effectiveness
of the new data, that is, how much the performance improves (and there is no guarantee that effective data would
appear in the natural setting). Because the effectiveness of the data annotation is unclear, the subject has a weak
incentive to collect and annotate the data. In addition, it is difficult to estimate when data collection is complete
(i.e., when the HAR model achieves the target accuracy).

1.3 Approach
To address these issues, this paper proposes a newmethod that predicts the performance improvement of a current
HAR model, that is, how much the performance would improve, by re-training the HAR model on a certain
amount of additional data, “before” actually preparing the additional data. Specifically, this paper investigates a
method that predicts the extent to which the performance of an activity class improves with additional training
data for certain activity classes, as shown in Fig. 1. In our opinion, this method enables the HAR developer to
establish a strategy for additional data collection by providing advice, such as “If you collect labeled data for
Walking and Running from two additional participants, the HAR accuracy of the current HAR model for Walking
will improve by 20%.” The approach enables the estimation of the cost-effectiveness of additional data collection
and provides an incentive to collect and annotate new data in diary study methods.
Here the HAR setup of our method and the experiment are briefly explained. Note that the basic idea of this

paper can be generalized to many other HAR setups, as discussed in the discussion section. It is assumed that the
HAR developer has already collected a certain amount of labeled training and test data. It is also assumed that
the developer has already trained a neural network-based HAR model on the training data, and subsequently
evaluated it on the test data. Based on the evaluation results for the current HAR model, it is assumed that
the need can arise for the developer to improve the recognition accuracy for a certain activity class. (See the
discussion section for a case where the developer wants to improve the accuracy of multiple classes.) Here, a
certain activity class is assumed to be one of the important activity classes of a target application that does not
achieve the target accuracy or alternatively, an activity class that exhibits the lowest accuracy. To improve the
accuracy of the target class, the proposed method helps establish a plan of additional data collection. To achieve
this, a neural network is designed to estimate the performance improvement of the HAR model, that is, to predict

1For example, when a data point appears at the class boundary of a classifier in a feature space, the active learning-based method asks the
subject to label the data point.
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Fig. 1. Predicting performance improvement by collecting additional training data. It is assumed that a HAR developer has
already collected initial training data and test data, and then trained the HAR model on the training data. When information
on the trained model, collected data, and a plan for additional data collection is fed into the network called AIP-Net, AIP-Net
predicts the accuracy improvement of an activity class by re-training the model on the initial and additional training data.
Note that AIP-Net can predict accuracy improvement before collecting additional training data.

how much the performance improves, for a target activity class when a certain amount of data from certain
activity classes are added.

The network for prediction, which is referred to as an accuracy improvement prediction network (AIP-Net) in
this paper, evaluates the relationship of data distributions between a target activity class and other activity classes
in the feature space of the current HAR model, such as overlap and divergence between the data distributions,
whereby AIP-Net leverages the relationship to predict the performance improvement of the target class when
new training data are added. Here a data distribution means a distribution of data points in a feature space. We
consider a data distribution of data points belonging to an activity class such as a target activity class. Assume
that the class boundary between a target class and another class is clear because the data distributions of these
classes are separated, such as the activities of sitting and jumping, as shown in Fig. 2. Even when additional
training data are collected for these activity classes, a large performance improvement cannot be expected because
these activity classes have already been separated. In contrast, the class boundary between walking and running
in Fig. 2 is uncertain because the data distributions of these classes are close to each other. It is expected that
if sufficient training data are added for these classes, the accuracy of these classes will increase compared to
that of the sitting and jumping activities in Fig. 2 because the HAR model will be re-trained so that the class
boundary becomes clear. As above, important information regarding the performance improvement is assumed
to be hidden in class boundaries in the feature space.
In our method, first a neural-network-based HAR model is trained on existing training data. Because the

trained HAR model contains information regarding the margin for performance improvement, this information is
extracted from the HAR model and leveraged to predict the performance improvement. In this method, existing
training/test data are fed into the HAR model to extract the data distributions of the data in a feature space
from the intermediate layer of the HAR model. Subsequently, the data distributions are leveraged as the input of
AIP-Net. Specifically, the data distributions of the target class, classes to add, and the other classes are leveraged
to enable AIP-Net to learn the relationship between these classes. As mentioned above, a class boundary between
the target class and the other classes is important in predicting the improvement in performance of the target class.
Based on this general machine learning perspective, AIP-Net was designed to mainly focus on the significant
areas in the feature space to predict the performance improvement. In general, in an area where data points,
belonging to many different classes, are mixed, the class separability within the area is low, and the entropy
computed from the data points in the area is high. In our method, an entropy map that describes the entropy
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value of each region in the feature space is calculated, as shown in Fig. 4, and then AIP-Net calculates an attention
map based on the entropy map, i.e., entropy-based attention, that specifies important areas in the feature space
to predict the improvement in performance.
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Fig. 2. Example data distributions of activity classes in
a feature space
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Fig. 3. Example data points of activities in the FORCE-
TRACE dataset in a feature space of a HAR network. The
data distributions of “climb stairs” and “climb stairs and
talk” are almost the same.

Note that, when the sensor data of two classes are inherently similar, performance improvements cannot be
expected even when we add training data for the two classes. Fig. 3 shows the data distributions of “climb stairs”
and “climb stairs and talk” classes of the FORCETRACE dataset [14] in the feature space. Because the sensor data
(waveforms) of the two classes are almost the same, and even HAR researchers cannot identify the difference,
the data distributions of the two classes are mostly overlapped. In this case, because the two data distributions
are contained in an area with high entropy, information about the high overlap of the two data distributions
extracted from the area is important for estimating the difficulty of accuracy improvement. As stated above, when
the data distributions of two classes are significantly overlapped, performance improvement using additional
data from the two classes is not expected. (In fact, the average improvement of F1-measure when they are added
was -0.06 in our experiment described later.) Because entropy values near the two data distributions become
very high, we believe that these information can be useful for AIP-Net to identify the difficulty of performance
improvement using additional data.
The entropy-based attention map enables AIP-Net to focus on important areas, to accurately predict the

performance improvement. Auxiliary information regarding the training data and current HAR model is also fed
into AIP-Net, such as the current recognition accuracy of the target class, the number of participants to collect
additional data from, and data diversity among training subjects.

AIP-Net helps determine required additional data to maximally improve the recognition accuracy of the target.
In detail, the performance improvement is predicted for each of the possible combinations of activity classes and
the number of subjects to add, by using AIP-Net, and then the best combination with acceptable data collection
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Fig. 4. Example entropy maps of data distributions in feature space. We compressed the feature space into two dimensions
by using the principal component analysis. The horizontal and vertical axes show the first and second principal components
of the feature space, respectively. Blue and black dots show the densities of data points belonging to the target class and
the other classes for each small region, respectively. The orange rectangle shows the entropy value for each small region,
which is encoded using the color map on the right. Note that the entropy values are min-max normalized. The entropy was
calculated using data points in and around the region. In the left panel, an area containing data points belonging to both the
target class and the other classes has large entropy values. In the right panel, while the data distributions of the target class
and the other classes are separated, the entropy values at areas located between these data distributions are higher than
those in the other areas. Because the area with high entropy contains few data points, it can be easily concluded that the
target class is separated from the other classes.

costs for actual additional data collection is selected. Note that it is assumed that AIP-Net is being trained on
public HAR datasets in advance; therefore, the developer can determine the best strategy for additional data
collection by simply feeding the collected HAR data.

1.4 Contributions
The research contributions of this paper are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that predicts performance improvement of a HAR
model by using additional activity data. In our opinion, this paper brings a new perspective to HAR system
development support.
• A neural network, called AIP-Net, is designed to predict performance improvement. AIP-Net is equipped
with our proposed entropy-based attention mechanism, to focus on important areas in the feature space of
the trained HAR model.
• The performance of AIP-Net is evaluated by using eight HAR datasets. It is confirmed that AIP-Net can
predict the performance improvement before actually collecting additional data.
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2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Human Activity Recognition with Body-worn Inertial Sensors
Human activity recognition techniques using wearable inertial sensors have numerous applications in a variety
of domains, such as home, healthcare, sports, and industry. Therefore, HAR is one of the most popular research
topics in the ubicomp research community. HAR methods have been developed based on classic machine learning
methods such as support vector machines and random forests [22, 24, 38]. Recently, HAR methods using deep
learning have been actively studied. Recurrent models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) and gated
recurrent units (GRU) [7, 28], and 1D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9, 20] have been used in HAR to
process time-series acceleration data. In our experiment, a convolutional LSTM model (ConvLSTM) [30] was used
as a HAR model because it is widely used in HAR studies [19, 29] and is easy to implement on smart devices.

2.2 Data Collection and System Development for HAR
As HAR requires data collection by research participants in real environments, there are many studies supporting
data collection for HAR. Thus, supporting methods for the participant have been developed. Diary study methods,
such as experience sampling, assume that participants collect and label data in real-life settings by themselves.
Several studies employed a speech recognition technique to achieve speech-based real-time annotation [15, 32,
37, 38]. In addition, to reduce real-time annotation efforts by the user, Alemdar et al. [1] asked the user to specify
only the beginning of an activity because the beginning of the current activity can be regarded as the end of
the previous activity. Inoue et al. [12] assumed that a participant who inputs a current activity class via a handy
terminal can be supported by actually predicting the current activity by a tentative HAR model in real time.
Woznowski et al. [42] employed a head-mounted camera to acquire video recordings of the users’ daily activities,
enabling ground truth annotation after data collection in mobile environments. As mentioned in the introduction,
several studies leverage active learning to identify meaningful data points for annotation to reduce labeling
efforts [18, 31, 36].

As training a HARmodel requires a lot of training data, HAR dataset collection is usually conducted in dedicated
environments by employing many research participants. To collect natural HAR data in such environments, Bao
et al. [4] developed a semi-naturalistic data collection protocol in which a participant performs a sequence of
activities in a random order as specified on an instruction sheet without detailed instructions. Bao et al. assumed
that the participants annotated the collected sensory data by themselves based on the instruction sheet. Maekawa
et al. [23] employed a semi-naturalistic data collection protocol to collect sensory data and video recordings
for annotation. Then, professional annotators labeled the sensory data by watching the video recordings to
determine precise activity labels. As mentioned in the introduction section, Chen et al. [6] investigated factors
that affect HAR data collection, such as tedious long-term data collection, sensing feedback, and availability of
investigators, and developed a data collection support system based on the investigation. Chen et al. also found
that monetary rewards based on HAR accuracy are effective for the participant responsible for data collection,
to collect high-quality HAR data. Our method is also useful in identifying data that maximize HAR accuracy.
Moreover, as mentioned in the introduction section, to support the development of an ML-based HAR model,
Hiremath et al. [11] assess the complexity of the target HAR dataset, and suggest an ML setting suitable for
the dataset. The experimental results of the study suggest that one or two specific settings exhibit the highest
recognition accuracy for almost all tasks (datasets). By using the recommender system, HAR developers need not
to select HAR models suitable for their tasks by themselves, which is difficult for non-researchers.
As mentioned above, many studies try to support HAR data collection and system development. In contrast,

our study develops a method that predicts the performance improvement of a HAR model using additional
activity data, to support the planning of additional data collection strategy and provide an incentive to collect
and annotate new data.
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2.3 HAR Datasets
To accelerate HAR studies based on inertial sensors, many researchers have collected various types of HAR
datasets using body-worn sensors, smartwatches, and smartphones. Because our experiment employs HAR
datasets collected using body-worn sensors, several studies on dataset collection using body-worn sensors are
presented.
The DSADS dataset [5] consists 19 cases on daily life and sports activities collected from eight participants.

Inertial sensor devices were attached to the waist, left/right arms, and left/right legs of the participants. MHEALTH
[3] consists of 14 cases of daily life activities collected from 10 participants. Sensor devices with an accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer were attached to the chest, left ankle, and right lower arm of the participants.
REALDISP [2] comprises 33 exercise activities collected from 17 participants. Sensor devices with an accelerometer,
gyroscope, and magnetometer were attached to the right/left upper and lower arms, back, left/right calfs, and
left/right thighs of the participants. Kong et al. [17] collected a multimodal dataset containing 26 activities from
20 participants. They collected RGB videos, acceleration data, WiFi data, etc. Maekawa et al. [23] collected a daily
activity dataset on 14 activities from 62 participants. Acceleration sensor devices were attached to the waist, right
thigh, and wrist of the participants.

As mentioned above, because these studies focus on different sets of activities, the activity classes included in
the datasets are also different. Note that because our study assumes that AIP-Net is trained on public datasets in
advance, the list of activity classes of the target dataset is different from those of each of the datasets used to train
AIP-Net. However, because AIP-Net predicts performance improvement of the target dataset using abstracted
information, that is, the data distribution of activity classes, it can predict the performance improvement of
unseen activity classes. In addition, sensor device placements are slightly different among datasets (e.g., difference
in sensor orientation) even when a device is attached to the same body part. However, as mentioned above,
because AIP-Net employs abstracted information, it is robust against different sensor placements. Moreover,
sensor sampling rates depend on datasets, which are introduced later. In our experiment, the sampling rates of
the datasets were unified by undersampling or upsampling.

3 PREDICTING PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT WITH AIP-NET

3.1 Preliminaries
It is assumed that sensor-based activity recognition datasets 𝑫𝑡 = {D𝑡

1,D𝑡
2, ...,D𝑡

𝑖 , ...} for training AIP-Net are
available, where D𝑡

𝑖 is the 𝑖-th dataset containing 𝑁
𝑡,𝑐
𝑖

activity classes collected from 𝑁
𝑡,𝑠
𝑖

subjects.
It is assumed that a developer attempts to build a HAR model that recognizes 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 activity classes. It is also

assumed that the developer has already collected training data D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 and test data D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 for the HAR model, where
the training data D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 were collected from 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 subjects, and D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 were collected from 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑠 subjects. Then, the HAR

modelM𝑖𝑛 was trained on the initial training data D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 , and then evaluated on the test data D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 . It is assumed
that the developer establishes the next objective based on the evaluation results. The objective is to improve the
recognition accuracy for a certain target activity class 𝐶𝑡 (the 𝑡-th activity class) to achieve target accuracy.2

AIP-Net trained on 𝑫𝑡 in advance, predicts the accuracy improvement Δ𝑎𝑡 for activity class 𝐶𝑡 when training
data D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
containing a set of activity classes 𝑪𝑎𝑑 = {C𝑎𝑑1 , C𝑎𝑑2 , ...} collected from 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
subjects will be added. Here,

Δ𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 − 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 , (1)

where 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the recognition accuracy of the HAR modelM𝑖𝑛 for 𝐶𝑡 , and 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 is the recognition accuracy of the
HAR modelM𝑎𝑑 for 𝐶𝑡 . Note thatM𝑎𝑑 is trained on D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 and D𝑑
𝑎𝑑
. It should also be noted that 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑖 (and Δ𝑎𝑡 ) is

2The objective can also be to improve the average recognition accuracy over all activity classes to achieve target accuracy. In the following,
while assuming that the objective is to improve the recognition accuracy for target activity class𝐶𝑡 , the basic idea of this paper can be used
to predict average recognition accuracy (see the discussion section).
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Table 1. Symbols used in method section

Symbol Description
D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 Training data collected by the developer
𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 The number of subjects in D𝑑

𝑡𝑟

D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 Test data collected by developer

𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑠 The number of subjects in D𝑑

𝑡𝑠

M𝑖𝑛 HAR model trained on D𝑑
𝑡𝑟

𝐶𝑡 Target activity class for which the developer wants to improve the accuracy
D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
Expected additional training data

𝑪𝑎𝑑 A set of activity classes in D𝑑
𝑎𝑑

𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

The number of subjects in D𝑑
𝑎𝑑

M𝑎𝑑 HAR model trained on D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 and D𝑑

𝑎𝑑

Δ𝑎𝑡 Improved accuracy for 𝐶𝑡 ofM𝑎𝑑 compared toM𝑖𝑛

𝑊 Number of time windows of data collected from each participant for each activity class
H Data distributions (histograms) of the target class, classes to add, and other classes
A Auxiliary information
E Entropy maps
a Entropy-based attention map

unknown because D𝑑
𝑎𝑑

has not yet been collected. Therefore, AIP-Net predicts Δ𝑎𝑡 before actually collecting
D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
.

We can find a combination of 𝑪𝑎𝑑 and 𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

that may achieve the target accuracy through AIP-Net by varying
𝑪𝑎𝑑 and 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
, which are part of the input of AIP-Net. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the amount of

sensor data for each activity class collected (additionally) from each subject by the developer, for example, 𝑀
min sensor data or𝑊 time windows of data, is specified. Because the amount of sensor data collected from each
subject can depend on the environment of the developer, it is assumed that AIP-Net is prepared for different𝑊 ,
for example,𝑊 = 100, 200, 300, etc., in advance, and the developer employs AIP-Net suitable to the environment
(see the discussion section for more details). In our experiment, because the input ofM𝑖𝑛 refers to a time window
of acceleration data, it is assumed that the developer collects𝑊 time windows of data for each activity class for
each participant.
Refer to Table 1 for symbols frequently used in this paper.

3.2 Overview
Figure 5 shows the architecture of AIP-Net. The input of AIP-Net is a data distribution of the target activity class
𝐶𝑡 , a data distribution of classes to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 , and the data distribution of the other classes for training data D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 ,
and test data D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 in the feature space ofM𝑖𝑛 . Using this abstracted information, that is, the data distributions, as
input, AIP-Net can be trained so that it is agnostic on datasets. (Remember that different datasets have different
activity classes.) In addition, auxiliary information, including information on the training dataD𝑑

𝑡𝑟 and the trained
HAR modelM𝑖𝑛 is used as the input of AIP-Net.
Entropy maps that describe class boundaries from the input data distributions were also calculated, and an

entropy-based attention map describing important areas was then computed based on the entropy maps and data
distributions, as shown in Fig. 5. By multiplying the input data distributions by the attention map, it becomes
possible to focus on important areas in the feature space. The results obtained from this product are then processed
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Fig. 5. Overview of AIP-Net architecture

using a residual network (ResNet) [10]. The ResNet output and auxiliary information are processed by densely
connected layers to output Δ𝑎𝑡 , which is an estimate of Δ𝑎𝑡 .

3.3 Input of AIP-Net
3.3.1 Data distributions of Activity Classes. As shown in Fig. 5, the following data distributions are used as the
input of AIP-Net to learn the relationship between the target activity class 𝐶𝑡 and other classes.
• A data distribution of the target activity class 𝐶𝑡 for training data D𝑑

𝑡𝑟

• A data distribution of the classes to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 to D𝑑
𝑡𝑟

• A data distribution of the other classes in D𝑑
𝑡𝑟

• A data distribution of the target activity class 𝐶𝑡 for test data D𝑑
𝑡𝑠

• A data distribution of the classes to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 for D𝑑
𝑡𝑠

• A data distribution of the other classes in D𝑑
𝑡𝑠

Each of the above data distributions is obtained by feeding the corresponding data, that is, the time windows
of sensor data, intoM𝑖𝑛 . For each time window of the data, a feature vector is obtained as an intermediate output
of the feature extraction layer inM𝑖𝑛 . After reducing the dimensionality of the feature vectors to three using
principal component analysis [13], a 3D histogram of the vectors, which provides information regarding the data
distribution of the vectors, was calculated. To calculate the histogram, the 3D feature space was first divided
into bins of equal size and then the number of vectors within each bin was counted. Finally, the histogram was
normalized. The six normalized histograms were thereby concatenated, resulting in H ∈ R6×𝑑×𝑑×𝑑 , that is, a
six-channel matrix of dimension 𝑑 × 𝑑 × 𝑑 , where 𝑑 is the number of bins for one axis.

3.3.2 Auxiliary Information. In addition to the above data distributions, the following numerical auxiliary
information, that is, features, that can be useful for predicting Δ𝑎𝑡 as the additional input of AIP-Net, are used.
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• F1 - The number of subjects in D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 , i.e., 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑟

• F2 - The number of subjects to add, i.e., 𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

• F3 - The number of activity classes in the target dataset D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 and D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 , representing the difficulty of the
target task.
• F4-6 - The precision, recall, and F1-measure for 𝐶𝑡 ofM𝑖𝑛 on D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 , indicating the margin for accuracy
improvement and confusion between the target class and the other classes.
• F7-9 - The average precision, recall, and F1-measure over classes to add
• F10-12 - The average precision, recall, and F1-measure over all the classes
• F13 - Information regarding data diversity among subjects for 𝐶𝑡 : When the diversity is low, it is expected
that sensor data collected from additional subjects are similar to those ofD𝑑

𝑡𝑟 . This information can facilitate
the evaluation of the effect of additional data on the re-trained modelM𝑎𝑑 . First, the average feature vector
is calculated for𝐶𝑡 for each subject inD𝑑

𝑡𝑟 in the feature space ofM𝑖𝑛 . Then, the average Euclidean distance
among the average feature vectors is calculated for all 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑟 subjects, as a feature.

Because additional data are collected from a new subject, the quality of the additional data depends on an activity
class to be performed and environmental factors. We believe that the quality of data can be estimated from data
already collected from existing subjects. For example, when the sensor data of walking from different existing
subjects are similar, we can expect that the sensor data of walking from a new subject is similar to those of the
existing subjects. In contrast, when the sensor data of cycling from different existing subjects are varied because
of some noises, the sensor data of cycling from a new subject is expected to be different from those of the existing
subjects. Therefore, the data diversity among existing subjects is used as a feature. The above features were
concatenated to form the feature vector A.

3.4 Calculating Entropy Maps
For each grid cell, that is, bin in a histogram (data distribution), in the 3D feature space ofM𝑖𝑛 , an entropy value
is calculated to construct an entropy map, as shown in Fig. 4. The entropy value is calculated using feature vectors
of D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 within a region with radius 𝑟 centered at the cell, as shown in Fig. 6. First, two classes are assumed: the
target class𝐶𝑡 and a class𝐶𝑜 corresponding to the other classes, rather than𝐶𝑡 . Then, data points, that is, feature
vectors belonging to 𝐶𝑡 and those belonging to 𝐶𝑜 within the region are obtained. In the example of Fig. 6, an
entropy value for the yellow cell is calculated by using green data points belonging to the target class and gray
data points belonging to the other classes within an orange region with radius 𝑟 centered at the yellow cell. The
entropy value is calculated using the data points, as follows:

𝑒𝐶𝑡
𝑛 = −

∑︁
𝐶𝑖 ∈{𝐶𝑡 ,𝐶𝑜 }

𝑝𝑖 log2 𝑝𝑖 , (2)

where 𝑒𝐶𝑡
𝑛 denotes the entropy value of the 𝑛-th cell for 𝐶𝑡 . In addition, 𝑝𝑖 =

#(𝐶𝑖 )
#(𝐶𝑡 )+#(𝐶𝑜 ) , where #(𝐶𝑖 ) is the

number of data points belonging to 𝐶𝑖 within the region (𝐶𝑖 is 𝐶𝑡 or 𝐶𝑜 ). The entropy value is calculated for each
cell, and then an entropy map with dimension 𝑑 × 𝑑 × 𝑑 is constructed from the entropy values. Then, min-max
normalization is performed. The entropy map was calculated by varying 𝑟 , and the maps were concatenated to
obtain E ∈ R𝑚×𝑑×𝑑×𝑑 , where𝑚 is the number of entropy maps with different 𝑟 values. Note that we calculate
multiple entropy maps with different 𝑟 values and fed them to AIP-Net because appropriate 𝑟 values depend on
the data distributions of activity classes and datasets. The entropy maps E are fed into the attention mechanism
[21, 39] of AIP-Net.
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3.5 AIP-Net Architecture
Figure 7 shows the details of the AIP-Net architecture. The main input of AIP-Net is the aforementioned data
distributions. The entropy maps (associated with the data distributions) are fed into the attention layer, and then
the entropy-based attention map is computed as follows:

a = softmax(3DConv( [E,H])), (3)
where a ∈ R𝑑×𝑑×𝑑 , which indicates importance, that is, attention of each cell in the feature space, is an entropy-
based attention map of the same size as the input entropy map. The entropy maps E and data distributionsH
are processed using the 3D convolution layer that contains one kernel with 5 × 5 × 5 kernel size, stride length of
two, and the ReLU activation function. The softmax function in Equation 3 ensures that all the attention values
sum to 1. The attention is multiplied by each one of the input data distributions H to highlight the areas the
layer pays attention to. The products are then fed into the 3D ResNet [10]. The 3D ResNet is composed of four
residual blocks [10], permitting training of a deep model with residual connections. Each residual block (ResNet)
is composed mainly of two 3D convolution layers. In a residual block, the input of the block and the output of the
last convolution layer are added to avoid gradient diffusion (i.e., skip connection). The output of the 3D ResNet
and the auxiliary informationA are fed into the two densely connected layers with the ReLU activation function
and 128 and 32 nodes, respectively. Then, the output of the densely connected layer is fed into the output layer
with a linear activation function to predict an estimate, that is, Δ𝑎𝑡 .
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each dataset to generate training data for AIP-Net.

3.6 Training AIP-Net
Because the output of AIP-Net is predicted accuracy improvement, that is, Δ𝑎𝑡 , AIP-Net is trained by minimizing
the mean squared error between Δ𝑎𝑡 and the ground truth accuracy improvement, which is Δ𝑎𝑡 . We use the
Adam optimizer [16] to optimize the parameters of AIP-Net.

Note that AIP-Net is assumed to be trained on HAR datasets other than the target dataset in advance. A training
dataset for AIP-Net was generated from the HAR datasets by varying the data collection conditions. Fig. 8 depicts
the manner of generating a data collection condition and training instance of AIP-Net. Algorithm 1 also shows
its procedure.
We first sample a data collection condition before additional data collection (Lines 1-8 in Algorithm 1). That

is, we select 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 training subjects and then train a HAR modelM𝑖𝑛 on the training data of the selected 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑟

training subjects, i.e., training data D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 . Subsequently, we select 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑠 test subjects and a target activity class 𝐶𝑡 .
We evaluate the trained modelM𝑖𝑛 on data from the selected 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑠 test subjects, i.e., test data D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 , to calculate the

recognition accuracy of the target class, i.e., 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 , as shown in Fig. 8.
We then sample an additional data collection condition (Lines 9-14 in Algorithm 1). That is, we select 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑

subjects and activities to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 , and then train a HAR modelM𝑎𝑑 on the training data D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 and additional data

D𝑑
𝑎𝑑

of classes 𝑪𝑎𝑑 from the selected 𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

additional subjects. Subsequently, we evaluated the trained modelM𝑎𝑑

on the test data D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 to calculate the recognition accuracy of the target class, i.e., 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 , as shown in Fig. 8.

Finally, we obtain a labeled training instance for AIP-Net training (Lines 15-17 in Algorithm 1). Δ𝑎𝑡 , which is
the ground truth accuracy improvement, is calculated by subtracting 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 from 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 using Equation 1. In addition,
H and A, which are the inputs of AIP-Net, are calculated by feeding training data D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 and test data D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 to the

initial HAR modelM𝑖𝑛 . Note that the inputs of AIP-Net are not calculated fromM𝑎𝑑 , as shown in Fig. 8, because
M𝑎𝑑 is unknown to the developer. Without actually buildingM𝑎𝑑 and collecting D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
, AIP-Net predicts Δ𝑎𝑡 .
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Algorithm 1 Generating a training instance for AIP-Net

Input: 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 , 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑠 , 𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑
, |𝑪𝑎𝑑 | /* the numbers of training subjects, test subjects, subjects to add, and classes to add,

respectively */
Output: Δ𝑎𝑡 , [H ,A] /* ground truth accuracy improvement and input for AIP-Net */
1: /* 1. sampling a data collection condition before additional data collection */
2: 𝒔𝑡𝑟 ← randomly selected 𝑁 𝑠

𝑡𝑟 subjects /* selecting training subjects */
3: D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 ←𝑊 -window sensor data from each training subject in 𝒔𝑡𝑟
4: M𝑖𝑛 ← train(D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 ) /* training HAR model on D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 */

5: 𝒔𝑡𝑠 ← randomly selected 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑠 subjects /* selecting test subjects */

6: D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 ←𝑊 -window sensor data from each test subject in 𝒔𝑡𝑠

7: 𝐶𝑡 ← randomly selected target class
8: 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 ← ACC(M𝑖𝑛,D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 ,𝐶𝑡 ) /* calculating accuracy of 𝐶𝑡 when feeding D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 intoM𝑖𝑛 */

9: /* 2. sampling an additional data collection condition */
10: 𝒔𝑎𝑑 ← randomly selected 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
subjects /* selecting subjects to add */

11: 𝑪𝑎𝑑 ← randomly selected classes to add
12: D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
←𝑊 -window sensor data for each class to add from each subject to add in 𝒔𝑎𝑑

13: M𝑎𝑑 ← train(D𝑑
𝑡𝑟 + D𝑑

𝑎𝑑
) /* training HAR model on D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 and D𝑑
𝑎𝑑

*/
14: 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 ← ACC(M𝑎𝑑 ,D𝑑

𝑡𝑠 ,𝐶𝑡 ) /* calculating accuracy of 𝐶𝑡 when feeding D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 intoM𝑎𝑑

15: /* 3. obtaining a training instance */
16: Δ𝑎𝑡 ← 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 − 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 /* calculating accuracy improvement with Equation 1 */
17: H ,A ← calculated input features by feeding D𝑑

𝑡𝑟 and D𝑑
𝑡𝑠 intoM𝑖𝑛

We iterate the above procedure by changing the number of training subjects 𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 , the number of test subjects

𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑠 , the number of additional subjects 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
, and the number of classes to add |𝑪𝑎𝑑 |. We randomly sample data

collection conditions because deriving all combinations causes a combinatorial explosion. Note that the activities
to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 are assumed to contain the target activity 𝐶𝑡 because including 𝐶𝑡 in 𝑪𝑎𝑑 is convincing, and our
preliminary experiments revealed that the additional data collection of𝐶𝑡 is necessary to improve the accuracy of
𝐶𝑡 in most cases. Moreover, as for the same data collection conditions except additional subjects, we employ the
average Δ𝑎𝑡 over the conditions as ground truth because inputs of AIP-Net are identical among the conditions.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Datasets
Table 2 displays overviews of HAR datasets used in this experiment. The set of activity classes differ by dataset.
Positions of acceleration sensors are also different for each dataset. Because the sampling rate of the sensors
also differs by dataset, acceleration data are undersampled or oversampled using linear interpolation so that
the sampling rates of all the datasets are 30 Hz. In each dataset, activities that were performed by only a few
subjects were discarded. In addition, sensor data from subjects who did not perform all the activities or had
extremely small data windows (<𝑊 windows for each activity class) were discarded. It is assumed that the𝑊
time windows of the acceleration data for an activity class are collected from each subject.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology
The performance of AIP-Net was evaluated by leave-one-dataset-out cross-validation, where one dataset was
used as test data and the remaining datasets were used as training data. That is, the training data were used to
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Table 2. Datasets used in this experiment. Two sensors at different positions were used for each dataset. The # Subjects
column shows the number of subjects used in our experiment in comparison to the number of subjects in the original dataset.
The # Activity classes column shows the number of classes used in our experiment in comparison with the number of classes
in the original dataset.

Dataset # Subjects # Activity classes Original sampling rate (Hz) Sensor devices
DSADS [5] 8 (8) 19 (19) 25 IMUs
MHEALTH [3] 10 (10) 11 (12) 50 IMUs (shimmer2)
RealDisp [2] 13 (17) 33 (33) 50 IMUs
MMACT [17] 20 (20) 26 (26) 100, 50 Smartphone, Smartwatch
Maekawa et al. [23] 29 (60) 14 (14) 30 IMUs
FORCETRACE [14] 15 (15) 7 (16) 100 IMUs (shimmer)
RealWorld [35] 9 (9) 7 (7) 50 IMUs
MEx [41] 30 (30) 7 (7) 100 IMUs (AX3)

Dataset Sensor position Example activities
DSADS [5] Right arm, Left leg Standing, Sitting, StairsUp, Jumping, PlayingBasketball
MHEALTH [3] Right lower arm, Left ankle Standing, Sitting, StairsUp, Walking, Cycling
RealDisp [2] Right lower arm, Left thigh Walking, Jogging, Running, Jump up, Waist rotation
MMACT [17] Right hand, Right pocket of clothes Standing, Walking, Jumping, Carrying, Crouching
Maekawa et al. [23] Right wrist, Right thigh Standing, Walking, Running, Sitting, StairsUp
FORCETRACE [14] Right wrist, Right thigh Stand, Sit, Sit and Talk, Walk, Walk and Talk
RealWorld [35] Left upper arm, Left thigh Walking, Running, Sitting, Standing, Lying, Stairs up
MEx [41] Wrist, Thigh (right or left is not specified) Knee-rolling, Bridging, Pelvic tilt, Prone punches

train AIP-Net, and the test data were used to test the trained AIP-Net. The training and test instances of AIP-Net,
that is, data collection conditions regarding training, testing, and additional HAR data are generated as shown in
Fig. 8 and Section 3.6. The data are generated by randomly changing parameters regarding the condition such as
𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 and 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
, as shown in Table 3. The target activity𝐶𝑡 is also randomly selected. Note that, as mentioned above,

the activities to add 𝑪𝑎𝑑 contain the target activity 𝐶𝑡 . 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 training/test instances were randomly generated for
each HAR dataset.

As mentioned in the related work section, ConvLSTM [30] was used as a HAR model. Because sensor data from
two sensors were used, as shown in Table 2, the inputs of the HAR model are six-axis time-series acceleration
data. The HAR model is composed of four 1D convolution layers with 64 nodes and the ReLU activation function,
two LSTM blocks with an LSTM layer with 32 nodes and the ReLU activation function in each block, a dropout
layer, and a softmax output layer. The input of the network is a time window of acceleration data with a length
of 60 samples and a stride size of 15 samples. The intermediate outputs of the last LSTM layer are used to create
data distributionsH , which are the inputs of AIP-Net. The F1-measure was employed as a performance metric of
the HAR model, that is, 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑡 and 𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡 for class 𝐶𝑡 .
To investigate the effectiveness of AIP-Net, the following methods (neural networks) were prepared for

evaluation.
• Only-Dist: This network predicts Δ𝑎𝑡 only by employing the data distributions, i.e.,H . Therefore, this
network is not equipped with an attention mechanism and does not use auxiliary information. The other
architecture is identical to that of AIP-Net.
• Only-Aux: This network predicts Δ𝑎𝑡 by only employing the auxiliary information, i.e., A.
• Dist+Aux: This network predicts Δ𝑎𝑡 by employing the data distributions and auxiliary information. This
network is not equipped with an attention mechanism.
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Table 3. Experimental parameters

Parameter Value Description
𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑟 [2, 3, 4] # subjects in D𝑑

𝑡𝑟

𝑁 𝑠
𝑡𝑠 1 # subjects in D𝑑

𝑡𝑠

|𝑪𝑎𝑑 | [2, 3] # classes to add
𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

[1, 2] # subjects to add
𝑊 60 # data windows collected from each subject for each class
𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 2400 # training/test instances for each HAR dataset
𝑟 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] radius used to compute entropy

Table 4. Prediction errors of the seven methods for each dataset. *𝑝 < 0.05 when comparing AIP-Net to the second best
method with the paired t-test

DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx
Only-Dist 0.154 0.091 0.161 0.119 0.135 0.152 0.141 0.123
Only-Aux 0.091 0.079 0.102 0.130 0.093 0.104 0.114 0.085
Dist+Aux 0.093 0.098 0.100 0.089 0.094 0.094 0.099 0.089
Dist+Aux+Att 0.090 0.082 0.091 0.092 0.093 0.112 0.099 0.107
W/o-Aux 0.141 0.088 0.149 0.123 0.136 0.151 0.144 0.114
W/o-Att 0.114 0.077 0.092 0.104 0.093 0.096 0.099 0.106
AIP-Net 0.106 0.059* 0.122 0.084* 0.093 0.119 0.096* 0.082*

• Dist+Aux+Att: This network employs the data distributions and auxiliary information as inputs. Note
that this network is also equipped with an attention mechanism. The input of the attention layer is the
data distribution. In other words, this method does not use entropy maps.
• AIP-Net: This is the proposed method.
• W/o-Aux: This is a variant of the proposed method, which does not use auxiliary information as input.
• W/o-Att: This variant of the proposed method is not equipped with an attention layer. An entropy map
(𝑟 = 3) is multiplied by each of the data distributions to emphasize the important areas.

The performance of the methods was evaluated using the mean absolute error (MAE) between Δ𝑎𝑡 and Δ𝑎𝑡 .
Experimental parameters used in this experiment are listed in Table 3.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Prediction Performance. Table 4 shows the results of the methods. The MAEs for AIP-Net were smaller
than 0.1 in many cases. We believe that the MAEs for AIP-Net are very small when we consider the diversity of
sensor data among subjects to add. AIP-Net achieved the small MAEs that are close to an empirical lower bound
in many datasets. See Section 4.4.2 for the empirical lower bound of the MAE when we consider the subject
diversity in detail. See also Section 4.4.1 for the investigation of the expected benefit (i.e., accuracy improvement
by adding training data) of AIP-Net that a HAR developer enjoys.

As shown in Table 4, AIP-Net outperformed the other methods in many datasets, showing the effectiveness of
the designed architecture on this task. In addition, AIP-Net statistically outperformed the second-best method
in the four datasets. While AIP-Net could not achieve the best performance on all datasets, we can say that,
overall, AIP-Net achieved the best performance compared to the other methods. Fig. 9 shows scatter plots of
the relationship between ground truth Δ𝑎𝑡 and estimates Δ𝑎𝑡 . As shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (c), AIP-Net precisely
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predicted the accuracy improvement with small errors. In contrast, Only-Dist has large errors in predicting the
performance improvement, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) and (d). In addition, Fig. 9 (a) and (c) show that the estimates by
AIP-Net for data points with large ground truth Δ𝑎𝑡 have larger errors than data points with small ground truth
values. The data points with large ground truth values usually have low recognition accuracy in the current HAR
model. Predicting the accuracy improvement for these data points is difficult because of the broad possible value
range of the accuracy improvement. For example, when the F1-measure of the current HAR model for activity A
is 0.1, the possible value range of the accuracy improvement for the activity is [0.0, 0.9]. (Technically, the range
also includes negative values.) In contrast, when the F1-measure of the current HAR model for activity B is 0.9,
the possible value range is [0.0, 0.1]. Therefore, predicting the performance improvement for activity A is more
difficult than predicting that for activity B. Fig. 10 shows the MAE for each value range of the ground truth. As is
also indicated in the figure, the MAEs are high for data points with high ground truth values. This can also be
because the number of data points with high ground truth values is small. In contrast, AIP-Net precisely predicts
the performance improvement when ground truth values are small.
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Fig. 9. Relationship between ground truth accuracy improvement and predicted accuracy improvement. The horizontal axis
shows estimates and the vertical axis shows ground truth values.

As shown in Table 4, the MAEs of the MHEALTH dataset are smaller than those of the other datasets. This
could be caused by the small diversity of sensor data among subjects in the dataset, as described in detail in
Section 4.4.2. In contrast, the MAEs of the RealDisp are larger than those of the other datasets. This could be
caused by the much larger number of activity classes in the dataset than those in the other datasets. In addition,
the diversity of sensor data among subjects in the dataset is high as mentioned below.

4.3.2 The Numbers of Subjects and Classes to Add. Table 5 shows the MAEs of the methods for the different
numbers of subjects and classes to add. The average MAEs for AIP-Net (rightmost column) are not greatly affected
by the numbers of subjects and classes to add, indicating the stability of AIP-Net. Fig. 11 shows the actual average
performance improvement when the number of subjects to add is one or two. While the result indicates that the
performance improvement greatly depends on the number of subjects to add, the average MAEs for AIP-Net
when the number of an additional subject is one were not very different from that when the number of additional
subjects is two.
Note that, the MAEs of AIP-Net with three additional classes are somewhat larger than those with two

additional classes. The results indicate the difficulties of accuracy improvement prediction when many classes are
added because of the increased ambiguity of the added classes. Interestingly, the MAEs for Only-Aux, Dist+Aux,
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Fig. 10. MAE of AIP-Net and Only-Dist for each value range of ground truth

and Dist+Aux+Att seem unstable, indicating that these methods cannot effectively handle the condition of
additional data collection without using entropy-based attention.

MHEALTH MMACT Maekawa et al. RealDisp DSADS MEx RealWorld FORCETRACE
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Fig. 11. Changes in F1-measure by additional data collection when the number of subjects to add is one or two. The horizontal
axis shows the datasets and the number of subjects to add.

4.3.3 Contributions of Attention and Entropy-based Attention. As shown in Table 4, Dist+Aux+Att achieved the
lowest MAEs in three datasets. This result suggests the effectiveness of the attention mechanism in predicting
the performance improvement. In addition, AIP-Net achieved the lowest MAEs in five datasets as shown in Table
4. Unlike the Dist+Aux+Att, AIP-Net leverages entropy maps as inputs of its attention mechanism, which can
be useful in guiding its attention mechanism so that it focuses on important areas in the feature space. While
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Table 5. MAEs of the methods for the different numbers of subjects to add and activity classes to add

Add 2 classes from 1 subject
DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx AVG

Only-Dist 0.147 0.084 0.188 0.123 0.134 0.150 0.143 0.109 0.135
Only-Aux 0.100 0.093 0.106 0.130 0.107 0.107 0.126 0.080 0.106
Dist+Aux 0.094 0.106 0.095 0.090 0.100 0.092 0.109 0.078 0.095
Dist+Aux+Att 0.095 0.086 0.100 0.092 0.104 0.112 0.113 0.092 0.099
W/o-Aux 0.138 0.079 0.129 0.136 0.148 0.141 0.138 0.127 0.130
W/o-Att 0.110 0.085 0.099 0.098 0.099 0.095 0.110 0.114 0.101
AIP-Net 0.104 0.062 0.107 0.083 0.099 0.119 0.111 0.081 0.096

Add 3 classes from 1 subject
DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx AVG

Only-Dist 0.147 0.106 0.166 0.114 0.132 0.151 0.163 0.109 0.136
Only-Aux 0.107 0.095 0.108 0.149 0.102 0.121 0.137 0.081 0.113
Dist+Aux 0.100 0.126 0.091 0.096 0.100 0.114 0.124 0.082 0.104
Dist+Aux+Att 0.100 0.092 0.103 0.103 0.102 0.134 0.118 0.104 0.107
W/o-Aux 0.136 0.097 0.122 0.128 0.139 0.136 0.146 0.133 0.130
W/o-Att 0.121 0.091 0.097 0.086 0.102 0.105 0.133 0.116 0.106
AIP-Net 0.109 0.075 0.099 0.085 0.099 0.132 0.118 0.076 0.099

Add 2 classes from 2 subjects
DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx AVG

Only-Dist 0.159 0.087 0.144 0.118 0.135 0.156 0.129 0.136 0.133
Only-Aux 0.082 0.068 0.107 0.134 0.085 0.095 0.097 0.080 0.094
Dist+Aux 0.086 0.084 0.101 0.089 0.088 0.089 0.081 0.089 0.088
Dist+Aux+Att 0.081 0.078 0.093 0.095 0.088 0.108 0.084 0.101 0.091
W/o-Aux 0.142 0.088 0.171 0.113 0.125 0.165 0.145 0.104 0.132
W/o-Att 0.106 0.066 0.091 0.106 0.085 0.086 0.079 0.099 0.090
AIP-Net 0.106 0.053 0.140 0.083 0.087 0.109 0.080 0.084 0.093

Add 3 classes from 2 subjects
DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx AVG

Only-Dist 0.167 0.109 0.127 0.115 0.140 0.152 0.145 0.139 0.137
Only-Aux 0.093 0.066 0.116 0.162 0.084 0.117 0.110 0.091 0.105
Dist+Aux 0.091 0.101 0.098 0.100 0.092 0.111 0.095 0.103 0.099
Dist+Aux+Att 0.087 0.080 0.100 0.114 0.087 0.134 0.090 0.123 0.102
W/o-Aux 0.152 0.108 0.174 0.110 0.127 0.150 0.154 0.089 0.133
W/o-Att 0.120 0.072 0.091 0.099 0.090 0.107 0.095 0.097 0.096
AIP-Net 0.115 0.062 0.135 0.088 0.085 0.127 0.089 0.084 0.098

the performance of W/o-Att is lower than that of AIP-Net, W/o-Att also achieved low MAEs, suggesting the
effectiveness of entropy maps.

We show an example attention map extracted from the attention layer of AIP-Net. As shown in Fig. 12 (a), all
the data points belonging to the target activity class (blue data points) are close to the data points belonging
to activity classes to add (green data points; except the target activity) in the feature space of the original HAR
model (before re-training). Fig. 12 (b) illustrates the data distributions of the target activity and activity classes to
add after re-training the HAR model, showing that many data points belonging to the target class are located far
from the data distribution of the activity classes to add in the re-trained model. As a result, the classification
accuracy (F1-measure) for the target class improved by 0.56 in this condition (the number of subjects to add was
one and the number of activity classes to add was two). Therefore, to predict the improvement, it is apparent that
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an area where the green and blue points are mixed in the original feature space is important. As indicated by an
attention map of AIP-Net (red distribution) in Fig. 12 (a), AIP-Net focused on the area where the blue and green
data points are mixed, facilitating the extraction of information regarding the area. The accuracy improvement
predicted by AIP-Net was 0.53 in this condition, which is very close to the ground truth, that being 0.56.

Target
class

Classes
to add

Attention

(a) Feature space of original HAR model from
various viewing angles

Target
class

Classes
to add

(b) Feature space after re-training from various
viewing angles

Fig. 12. Feature spaces of HAR model before/after re-training on additional training data

4.3.4 Contributions of Auxiliary Information. As shown in Table 4, the methods without using the auxiliary
information (i.e., W/o-Aux and Only-Dist) have poor prediction performance. Here, features used as the auxiliary
information are evaluated by employing mutual information, as shown in Table 6. As shown by the results,
features related to the recognition accuracy of the target class have high scores. This could be because these
features directly provide a margin for accuracy improvement of the target class. We believe that information
regarding the current activity recognition accuracy is necessary to predict the accuracy improvement. Features
related to the average recognition accuracy are also ranked high because they somewhat relate to the recognition
accuracy of the target class. Features related to the number of activity classes of the dataset of interest and the
sensor data diversity among subjects follow the features regarding the recognition accuracy in the ranking. While
the number of activity classes shows the difficulties of the dataset of interest in terms of activity recognition, it
does not describe information regarding the current HAR model.
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Table 6. Results of feature evaluation using mutual information. High score features ordered in a descending order of their
scores are shown.

Feature Score
F1-measure of target class 0.980
Recall of target class 0.797
Precision of target class 0.696
Average F1-measure 0.295
Average recall 0.288
Average precision 0.279
# activity classes 0.217
Diversity among subjects 0.167
F1-measure of classes to add 0.157

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Expected Accuracy Improvement. It is assumed that a HAR developer employs an additional data collection
strategy that is expected to yield high Δ𝑎𝑡 according to estimates by AIP-Net. We investigated the expected
accuracy improvement when the developer collects additional data by following outputs of AIP-Net. We assume
that the developer wants to improve the recognition accuracy for a target activity 𝐶𝑡 by adding training data of
|𝑪𝑎𝑑 | activity classes from 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
subjects where the number of total activity classes is 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 . Note that𝐶𝑡 is included

in 𝑪𝑎𝑑 . When the target activity is Walking and |𝑪𝑎𝑑 | is two, for example, the candidates of activities to add are
(Walking, Running), (Walking, Standing), (Walking, Cycling), (Walking, Sleeping), and so on. Because the number
of activity classes is 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 , the number of candidates is 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 − 1. It must be noted that 𝑪𝑎𝑑 contains 𝐶𝑡 . From the
candidates, the developer selects the candidate that has the highest Δ𝑎𝑡 , which is an estimate of AIP-Net. In this
case, the expected accuracy improvement that the developer will enjoy is Δ𝑎𝑡 , which is the ground truth of the
selected candidate.

To investigate the expected accuracy improvement, we randomly generated a data collection condition while
fixing the number of subjects to add (𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
= 2) and the number of activity classes to add (|𝑪𝑎𝑑 | = 2), i.e., fixing

the data collection cost for a HAR dataset. First, we generated a data collection condition by randomly selecting
the 𝑁 𝑡𝑟

𝑠 value, 𝑁 𝑡𝑟
𝑠 subjects, 𝑁 𝑡𝑠

𝑠 value, 𝑁 𝑡𝑠
𝑠 subjects, 𝑁 𝑠

𝑎𝑑
subjects, and target activity𝐶𝑡 . As mentioned above, the

number of candidates of activities to add is 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 − 1. We then predicted Δ𝑎𝑡 for each of all the candidates using
AIP-Net pre-trained on HAR datasets other than the HAR dataset of interest. An expected accuracy improvement
corresponds to Δ𝑎𝑡 of the candidate with the highest Δ𝑎𝑡 . We generated ten data collection conditions for each
dataset to calculate the averaged expected accuracy improvement for each method.

Table 7 shows the results of the methods. Table 7 also shows the average accuracy improvement of all possible
candidates of activities to add within the ten data collection conditions (AVG row in the table). In the case of the
above example, we calculate the average improvement over the 𝑁𝑑,𝑐 − 1 candidates, i.e., (Walking, Running),
(Walking, Standing), (Walking, Cycling), (Walking, Sleeping), and so on. That is, the averaged improvement shows
the expected performance improvement when the developer randomly selects an activity to add in addition to the
target activity. As shown in the table, the methods achieved a high expected accuracy improvement compared to
AVG in many datasets. In addition, AIP-Net achieved the best performance in four datasets. Interestingly, in the
DSADS, RealDisp, and Maekawa et al. datasets, when the developer collects additional activity data according to
estimates by AIP-Net, the expected accuracy improvement is approximately 10% higher than that of AVG. As for
datasets such as MEx and RealWorld, the differences in the expected accuracy improvement between AVG and
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Table 7. Expected accuracy improvement by the seven methods

DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx
Only-Dist 0.224 0.054 0.308 0.396 0.298 0.398 0.237 0.536
Only-Aux 0.259 0.041 0.242 0.417 0.286 0.365 0.242 0.460
Dist+Aux 0.301 0.077 0.323 0.490 0.274 0.431 0.287 0.481
Dist+Aux+Att 0.280 0.050 0.222 0.450 0.310 0.387 0.235 0.529
W/o-Aux 0.241 0.027 0.321 0.409 0.337 0.425 0.299 0.515
W/o-Att 0.271 0.041 0.351 0.444 0.304 0.428 0.267 0.529
AIP-Net 0.369 0.061 0.352 0.433 0.357 0.440 0.273 0.519
AVG 0.288 0.049 0.274 0.424 0.275 0.396 0.273 0.501
STD 0.110 0.037 0.118 0.102 0.116 0.104 0.090 0.062
Add-lowest 0.269 0.057 0.277 0.426 0.365 0.315 0.273 0.517
Add-all -0.093 0.044 0.165 0.044 0.220 -0.029 -0.071 0.028

the seven methods are small. The results indicate that the differences in accuracy improvement are not significant
between different candidates of activities to add in each of these datasets, as shown in the STD row of Table 7,
which shows the standard deviation of the accuracy improvement over all possible candidate activities to add.
This could be because the sensor data similarities among each pair of two activity classes are also similar between
all the pairs within the dataset, for example, the similarity between Walk and Run is similar to the similarity
between Walk and Sleep.
Moreover, the Add-lowest row of Table 7 shows the accuracy improvement when a target class and the class

with the lowest F1-measure in the original HAR model are selected as additional classes, which is a simple
approach that non-researchers can take. As shown in the results, AIP-Net outperformed the Add-lowest method
in many cases. Furthermore, the Add-all row of Table 7 shows the accuracy improvement when all the activity
classes of a dataset of interest are selected as additional classes. In the Add-all method, the F1-measure of the
target class did not change a lot in many cases. When training data of all the classes were added, the F1-measures
of classes with very low F1-measures in the original HAR model usually improved. In stead, the F1-measures of
the other classes did not change a lot. This can be because the HAR model was re-trained by mainly focusing on
these classes with low accuracy. (As a result, the average accuracy improvement over all the classes was only
0.038 among the eight datasets.) The results indicate that when we want to improve the F1-measure for a specific
activity class, an additional data collection strategy suggested by AIP-Net is effective.
Here, we investigate the classes to add that were suggested by AIP-Net when a target class is given. Table

8 shows examples of the top-3 frequent activity classes suggested by AIP-Net when a target activity is given.
In some cases, activity classes similar to a target activity class are selected as additional classes. For example,
“StairsUp” is selected as an additional class for the target class of “StairsDown” in the dataset of Maekawa et
al. In contrast, when “Climb stairs and Talk” is a target activity in the FORCETRACE dataset, “Climb stairs”
was not selected as an additional class. As shown in Fig. 3, these activities are inherently similar, and accuracy
improvement is not expected even when these two classes are added.

However, as shown in Table 8, speculating the reason why the activities are suggested by AIP-Net is difficult
when a target activity is given in many cases. For example, for the target class of “PlayPingpong” in the dataset
of Maekawa et al., “Standing,” “WashingDishes,” and “Walking” are selected as additional classes, which seem
unrelated to the target activity. This can be because the “PlayPingpong” activity is a complex activity composed
of several actions. For example, when a subject tries to pick up a rolling ball on the floor, an action similar to
walking is performed by the subject because the subject chases after the ball. In addition, when a subject waits
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their turn, the pose of the subject is similar or identical to the pose of standing. Moreover, “WashingDishes,”
which is an activity involving the movement of the upper body, can be somewhat similar to actions using a
paddle. These results indicate that AIP-Net can suggest activities to add that can be difficult for a HAR developer
or researcher to identify.

Table 8. Examples of top-3 frequent activity classes suggested by AIP-Net when a target class is given

Dataset Target 1st 2nd 3rd

MHEALTH
FrontalElevationArms Walking LyingDown Cycling
Standing LyingDown Walking Jogging
KneesBending LyingDown Standing Sitting

MMACT
Jumping Running Walking Carrying
Pulling Waving_hand Running Using_phone
Checking_time Pointing Waving_hand Running

Maekawa et al.
PlayPingpong Standing WashingDishes Walking
Vacuuming WashingDishes PlayPingpong BrushingTeeth
StairsDown StairsUp WashingDishes BrushingTeeth

FORCETRACE
Walk Sit Walk and Talk Stand
Sit Sit and Talk Stand Climb stairs
Climb stairs and Talk Sit Walk and Talk Walk

RealWorld
Running Standing Walking Stairs up
Lying Stairs down Stairs up Standing
Stairs down Walking Stairs up Lying

DSADS
Exercising(Stepper) Sitting Jumping Lying(Back)
StairsUp Cycling(Exercise bike, Horizontal) Walking(Treadmill, Slope) Sitting
Standing Walking(parking) StairsUp StairsDown

RealDisp
Rotation on the knees Jump leg/arms open/closed Jump sideways Jogging
Repetitive forward stretching Rotation on the knees Elliptical bike Frontal elevation of arms
Trunk twist (arms outstretched) Frontal crossing of arms Shoulders low-amplitude rotation Jump sideways

MEx
The Clam Superman Knee-rolling Bridging
Bridging Repeated Extension in Lying Prone punches Knee-rolling
Repeated Extension in Lying Superman Knee-rolling Prone punches

Table 9 shows average actual accuracy improvement when training data of a target class and additional classes
are added (the number of classes to add is two). Overall, the actual accuracy improvement by additional classes
suggested by AIP-Net is high. For example, for target class “Climb stairs and Talk” in FORCETRACE, the accuracy
improvements of additional classes “Stand,” “Sit,” and “Walk and Talk” are high. As shown in Table 8, AIP-Net
suggested “Sit” and “Walk and Talk” for target class “Climb stairs and Talk.” In addition, for target class “Sit” in
FORCETRACE, the accuracy improvements of additional classes “Stand” and “Climb stairs” are high. As shown
in Table 8, AIP-Net suggested “Stand” and “Climb stairs” for target class “Sit.” As a result, AIP-Net could achieve
high performance improvement as shown in Table 7.

4.4.2 Lower Bound of Error in Accuracy Improvement Prediction. The improvement in accuracy obtained by
adding sensor data from a subject depends on the sensor data characteristics of the subject. However, because
AIP-Net predicts performance improvement before collecting data from the subject, an error in the AIP-Net
estimate is unavoidable because of the unknown sensor data characteristics of the subject. For example, when
additional data are collected for Walking and StairsUp from subject A, the actual performance improvement for
a target class Δ𝑎𝐴𝑡 provided by the additional data from subject A differs from the performance improvement
provided by additional data from subject B Δ𝑎𝐵𝑡 . However, because the information regarding these subjects is
not available prior to data collection, the performance improvement prediction cannot be tailored to each subject.
Therefore, the method of yielding the lower bound of an error in accuracy improvement prediction in this case is

to output the average ground truth performance improvement over these two subjects, i.e., Δ𝑎𝑡 =
Δ𝑎𝐴𝑡 + Δ𝑎𝐵𝑡

2
.

By outputting the average improvement Δ𝑎𝑡 as an estimate, the MAE between Δ𝑎𝑡 and the actual improvement
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Table 9. Examples of average actual F1-measure improvement when training data of a target class and additional classes are
added. The number of classes to add is two (including the target class). We show only datasets with small number of activity
classes due to space limitation.

FORCETRACE
activity to add

Stand Sit Sit and Talk Walk Walk and Talk Climb stairs Climb stairs and Talk

target
Walk 0.356 0.359 0.172 n/a 0.312 0.230 0.166
Sit 0.605 n/a 0.435 0.451 0.500 0.539 0.499
Climb stairs and Talk 0.332 0.327 0.265 0.273 0.333 -0.056 n/a

RealWorld
activity to add

Walking Running Sitting Standing Lying Stairs up Stairs down

target
Running 0.391 n/a 0.430 0.522 0.327 0.391 0.343
Lying 0.680 0.602 0.590 0.622 n/a 0.583 0.595
Stairs down 0.188 0.099 0.125 0.105 0.155 0.173 n/a

MEx
activity to add

Knee-rolling Bridging Pelvic tilt The Clam
Repeated Extension
in Lying

Prone
punches Superman

target
The Clam 0.436 0.462 0.522 n/a 0.538 0.522 0.633
Bridging 0.690 n/a 0.719 0.642 0.654 0.622 0.649
Repeated Extension
in Lying 0.548 0.667 0.667 0.615 n/a 0.708 0.659

(
1
2
( |Δ𝑎𝑡 −Δ𝑎𝐴𝑡 | + |Δ𝑎𝑡 −Δ𝑎𝐵𝑡 |)) is minimized. As explained above, when the activity classes to add and the number

of subjects to add are fixed, the empirical lower bound of the error estimate in the additional data collection
condition can be computed. Table 10 shows the empirical lower bound for each dataset. The lower bound of the
MHEALTH dataset is smaller than those of the other datasets, indicating that the difference in sensor data among
subjects of MHEALTH is small. This is the reason why AIP-Net achieved a small MAE in this dataset.

Table 10. Lower bound of prediction performance for each dataset

DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx
0.079 0.034 0.105 0.083 0.089 0.083 0.105 0.067

4.4.3 Multiple Target Activities. This paper aims to predict the accuracy improvement of a target activity class.
However, it is possible that a HAR developer wants to simultaneously improve the accuracy of multiple target
classes. There are two solutions to address this issue. The first is to design a modified AIP-Net that outputs
multiple estimates that correspond to the accuracy improvement of the multiple target classes. However, this
approach makes the architecture of the modified AIP-Net complex. The second is a simple approach that combines
the outputs of the current AIP-Net architecture. For example, when the developer wants to improve the accuracy
of target activity classes A and B, the developer employs AIP-Net to find the set of activities to add for each target
activity class. Note that, in this example, a set of activity classes to add, i.e., 𝑪𝑎𝑑 , includes the classes A and B
and |𝑪𝑎𝑑 | ≥ 2. The developer selects 𝑪𝑎𝑑 that maximizes the sum of the predicted accuracy improvements of the
classes A and B.
It is also possible that the HAR developer wants to improve the average accuracy of all activity classes.

While AIP-Net can be easily modified to predict the improvement of the average accuracy, as experienced HAR
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researchers know, improving the accuracy of classes with low accuracy is effective in improving the overall
average accuracy, which is also indicated by the limited improvement of the overall average accuracy analyzed in
Section 4.4.1. Therefore, the strategy of providing additional data is more useful when focusing on a particular
class.

4.4.4 Supporting HAR Model Development. As mentioned in the introduction, there are several methods to
achieve target accuracy, such as adding sensor devices, changing the HAR model, re-defining activity classes, and
adding training data. AIP-Net is also useful in selecting the next measure to take. For example, when the HAR
developer is unable find any additional data conditions by which to improve the accuracy of a target class using
AIP-Net, the developer can decide to give up additional data collection and perform other measures.

Even when the developer changes the HAR model, to support the developer, AIP-Net can be prepared for
various HAR models in advance. In our experiment, ConvLSTM was used for the HAR model. However, AIP-Net
can easily be trained using other HAR models in advance, such as LSTM, GRU, and 1D-CNN on public HAR
datasets. Similarly, to deal with the case where the developer changes a HAR setting such as window size, AIP-Net
can be prepared for various HAR settings in advance. In addition, when the developer changes the definition of
classes, for example, when two classes are merged, the developer can still be supported because AIP-Net, which
was trained on datasets other than the target dataset, is independent of the definition of classes.

Table 11. Explained variance ratio of principal components of feature space in HAR model

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th cumulative (top-3)
DSADS 0.215 0.171 0.122 0.087 0.064 0.508
MHEALTH 0.228 0.180 0.143 0.106 0.085 0.552
RealDisp 0.249 0.155 0.112 0.072 0.053 0.517
MMACT 0.207 0.163 0.119 0.088 0.065 0.489
Maekawa et al. 0.267 0.212 0.121 0.084 0.065 0.599
FORCETRACE 0.411 0.314 0.155 0.066 0.027 0.880
RealWorld 0.304 0.238 0.159 0.119 0.092 0.701
MEx 0.323 0.230 0.164 0.118 0.082 0.717

4.4.5 Dimensionality of Feature Space. AIP-Net compresses the feature space of a HAR network to the 3D space by
taking the top-3 principal components. In our preliminary experiment, we determined that the components below
the top-3 principal components have small explained variance ratios. As shown in Table 11, the explained variance
ratios of the 4th components are smaller than 0.1 in many cases. In addition, Table 11 shows the cumulative
explained variance ratio for the top-3 components, indicating that the FORCETRACE and MEx datasets have large
cumulative explained variance ratios. The results suggest that the 3D feature space of the FORCETRACE and
MEx datasets keep information in the original feature space a lot. However, we cannot determine a correlation
between the cumulative explained variance ratio and the MAE of AIP-Net for the eight datasets, indicating the
limited importance of the lower-ranked components.

4.4.6 Effect of 𝑟 Value. When we calculate an entropy map, we employ data points within a region with radius
𝑟 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. In our preliminary experiment, we confirmed that entropy maps with large 𝑟s seem to be useless
in identfying class boundaries between similar classes. As shown in Fig. 13, when 𝑟 is large, an entropy map only
shows a large area around the target class. Therefore, we decided to use 6 as the maximum value of 𝑟 . Here, we
also investigate the contribution of entropy maps with different 𝑟 values. Fig. 14 shows the MAEs of AIP-Net
when we use a single entropy map and the 𝑟 value is varied. In addition, Fig. 14 shows the transition of the MAEs
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Fig. 13. Example entropy maps when 𝑟 value is varied

of AIP-Net when we change the number of entropy maps used in AIP-Net. As shown in the results, using only a
single entropy map cannot achieve small MAEs compared to using multiple entropy maps. This can be because
an appropriate 𝑟 value depends on the data distributions of activity classes and datasets. As shown in the results
of using multiple entropy maps, multiple entropy maps enable the achievement of small MAEs because this
approach can identify important areas in the feature space by combining appropriate entropy maps.
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Fig. 14. MAEs of AIP-Net when the radius 𝑟 values and the number of entropy maps are varied

4.4.7 Accuracy of Classes That Were Not Added. We assume that a HAR developer collects additional data for
classes suggested by AIP-Net. Therefore, the F-measures of activity classes that were not added can degrade
because the amount of data of these classes is smaller than that of the added classes. Fig. 15 shows the changes
in the F1-measures of non-suggested activity classes after adding sensor data of activity classes suggested by
AIP-Net. As shown in the figure, the average change in F1-measure is almost zero, suggesting the limited effect
of the additional data on non-suggested activities by AIP-Net. However, the variance of the changes for the
RealWorld and FORCETRACE datasets seem to be high. Because the numbers of activity classes of these datasets
are smaller than the other datasets, the effect of the added data on the non-suggested classes seems to be high in
these datasets.

4.4.8 Additional Data from Existing Subject. Our experiment assumed that additional data are collected from
subjects other than existing subjects (i.e., subjects whose data have already been collected). However, owing
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Fig. 15. Changes in F1-measures of non-suggested activity classes for each datset before/after adding sensor data of activity
classes suggested by AIP-Net

to the budget limitation, for example, additional data can also be collected from an existing subject, although
undesirable from the perspectives of data imbalance across subjects and overfitting. Table 12 shows the MAEs of
AIP-Net when data from an existing subject are added as additional data. As shown in the results, the MAEs when
existing subjects were added are somewhat higher than those when new subjects were added in many cases. The
results are convincing because AIP-Net assumes additional data from new users. However, in the RealDisp and
FORCETRACE datasets, the MAEs when existing subjects were added are smaller than those when new subjects
were added. This can be because, as mentioned in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.10, the difference in sensor data among
subjects is high, resulting in the low F1-measure, in these datasets. The large difference among subjects makes it
difficult to precisely predict the performance improvement when data from new subjects are added.

Table 12. MAEs of AIP-Net when data from an existing subject are added as additional data. 𝑁 𝑠
𝑎𝑑

= 1 and |𝑪𝑎𝑑 | = 2

DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx
new subjects 0.104 0.062 0.107 0.083 0.099 0.119 0.111 0.081
existing subjects 0.108 0.063 0.087 0.108 0.136 0.087 0.110 0.115

4.4.9 Effect of Mixup. We assume that AIP-Net is trained on instances generated from public HAR datasets.
Therefore, the variation of the training instances can be limited. Here, we employ Manifold Mixup [40] to perform
data augmentation. Mixup is a data augmentation technique that generates a new training instance by combining
two existing training instances [47]. In this experiment, we employ state-of-the-art Manifold Mixup [40] to
perform Mixup within a neural network. Manifold Mixup performs Mixup in the feature space of an intermediate
layer of a neural network, where meaningful features are extracted, enabling the generation of better, new
training instances compared to normal Mixup. Manifold Mixup generates the feature vector and label of a new
training instance by employing the weighted average of two existing training instances as follows:

𝑥 = _𝑥𝑖 + (1 − _)𝑥 𝑗
𝑦 = _𝑦𝑖 + (1 − _)𝑦 𝑗 ,

where 𝑥𝑖 is the feature vector of the 𝑖-th existing training instance extracted in an intermediate layer, 𝑦𝑖 is a label
of the instance (accuracy improvement), and _ is sampled from the following beta distribution.

_ ∼ Beta(𝛼, 𝛼),
where 𝛼 ∈ (0,∞) is a hyper parameter. For more detail, refer to [40]. In our experiment, we performed Manifold
Mixup at the Dense(128) or Dense(32) layers in Fig. 7 according to [40]. Table 13 shows the MAEs of AIP-Net in
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MHEALTH when we changed the hyperparameter 𝛼 . As shown in the results, when we performed Manifold
Mixup at Dense(32) with 𝛼 = 5.0, we achieved better or similar performance to AIP-Net without Mixup. Table 14
shows the MAEs of AIP-Net for all datasets when we performed Manifold Mixup at Dense(32) with 𝛼 = 5.0. As
shown in the results, although Manifold Mixup reduced the MAEs in some datasets, the effect of Manifold Mixup
was limited. This can be because the variety of the original training data from seven different datasets is high.

4.4.10 Data Size Collected from Each Subject. In this paper, we assume that the data size collected from each
existing and additional subject for each activity class is fixed throughout data collection (60 data windows in
our experiment). This is because data imbalance across training subjects can deteriorate the generalization
performance of a HAR model in general. For example, when we add 600 windows of “walking” data from an
additional subject, sensor data features learned of the walking activity in the retrained HAR model can overfit to
the walking activity of the additional subject, resulting in a degradation in the generalization performance of the
retrained HAR model. In particular, when the number of training subjects is small, the effect of the additional
subject is significant.

Note that, in our main experiment, we assumed that 60 time windows of acceleration data are collected from
each subject for each class throughout data collection. (Each windows contains 60 acceleration data samples.)
This means that a HAR developer should decide the data size collected from each subject for each activity class
before data collection. However, even experienced HAR researchers struggle to decide on a data size (duration) of
acceleration data to be collected from each subject for each class because the characteristics of data are unknown
before actual data collection. In addition, the size of the data collected from each subject depends on the budget
and time. A possible solution is to decide the data size by referring to the results of existing HAR datasets. Fig.
16 shows the average F1-measure of each dataset when we varied the data size. Note that the F1-measure was
calculated for each data collection condition generated for training AIP-Net, and the average F1-measure was
then calculated over all conditions. Interestingly, while the average F1-measures for 60 data windows are highest,
the average F1-measures for 10 data windows almost reach the upper bound for all datasets although the numbers
of activity classes are different in different datasets. (Note that, while increasing the data size collected from each
subject to more than 10 data windows does not improve the F1-measure; additional subjects can contribute to
the improvement of the F1-measure.) Then, the standard deviation of the F1-measures slightly decreases as the
number of data windows increases. Therefore, 30–60 data windows are sufficient for the data size collected from
each subject for each activity class.

Table 13. MAEs of AIP-Net when Manifold Mixup is performed by changing 𝛼 and layer to conduct Manifold Mixup
(MHEALTH)

Layer Dense(32) Dense(128) no mixup
𝛼 0.1 0.5 1 3 5 10 0.1 0.5 1 3 5 10
MAE 0.065 0.069 0.066 0.056 0.050 0.066 0.087 0.060 0.084 0.072 0.059 0.082 0.059

Table 14. MAEs of AIP-Net when Manifold Mixup is performed in the training. Manifold Mixup is conducted at Dense(32)
with 𝛼 = 5.0

DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx
no mixup 0.106 0.059 0.122 0.084 0.093 0.119 0.096 0.082
mixup 0.109 0.050 0.110 0.092 0.098 0.114 0.106 0.096
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Fig. 16. Average F1-measure of HAR by ConvLSTM when the data size from each subject for each activity class is varied. The
whisker shows the standard deviation. F1-measure was calculated for each data collection condition generated for training
AIP-Net, and then the average and standard deviation were calculated for each data size.

In addition, we investigate the MAEs of AIP-Net when the data size of acceleration data collected from each
subject for each class is varied. Table 15 shows the results. As shown in the results, when we have enough data
windows, i.e., 30-60, the performance of AIP-Net seems to be stable. However, the MAEs of AIP-Net increase,
as the number of data windows decreases. As mentioned above, when the number of data windows is 5, the
F1-measures of HAR models are not stable, indicating the difficulty of modeling activities with the limited training
data. Therefore, AIP-Net could not predict the unstable behavior of the HAR models. Moreover, when the data
size is small, it is difficult to predict characteristics of newly added data from existing data (e.g., similarity between
new data and existing data based on data similarity among existing subjects).

Table 15. MAEs of AIP-Net when the data size of acceleration data collected from each subject for each class is varied
(Manifold Mixup at Dense(32) with 𝛼 = 5.0)

# windows DSADS MHEALTH RealDisp MMACT Maekawa et al. FORCETRACE RealWorld MEx AVG
5 0.141 0.126 0.113 0.127 0.132 0.150 0.169 0.146 0.138
10 0.135 0.073 0.138 0.104 0.124 0.124 0.119 0.106 0.115
30 0.119 0.060 0.112 0.104 0.114 0.126 0.116 0.094 0.106
60 0.109 0.050 0.110 0.092 0.098 0.114 0.106 0.096 0.097

4.4.11 Quality of Dataset. It is assumed that AIP-Net is trained on public HAR datasets in advance to predict
performance improvement regarding the dataset collected by the HAR developer. Because many public datasets
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were collected by HAR researchers, the quality of the datasets is expected to be higher than that collected by
non-researchers. (In practical, the quality of public HAR datasets seems to be different in different datasets in our
experience.) However, as mentioned in the introduction, techniques for supporting HAR system development
have been actively studied in the ubicomp community [6, 11, 43]. Therefore, the efforts of researchers in this
community should facilitate high-quality data collection by non-researchers.

4.4.12 AIP-Net for Other Classification Tasks. AIP-Net can be used to establish a strategy for additional data
collection in any classification tasks, such as image-based object classification, which is the most common
classification task in computer vision. However, we believe that AIP-Net is effective for sensor-based HAR
because a HAR developer should collect labeled data for each application with high costs in many cases, as
the location and pose of a wearable sensor depend on its applications. Furthermore, because annotating the
collected sensor data is difficult by only observing the waveforms of the data, other information, such as from
video recordings, is required to annotate the data, resulting in high data collection/annotation costs. In contrast,
in image-based object classification, a labeled image such as an image with a label of cat can be used in any
image-based object detection applications that attempt to detect a cat. That is, labeled images can be reused
unlike HAR datasets. In addition, because a person can easily annotate an image by only observing the image,
annotation costs are easily reduced by using crowd sourcing services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. In
contrast, a person cannot annotate acceleration data by only observing the data. Therefore, we consider that the
demand for a technique such as AIP-Net is limited in the other tasks compared to sensor-based HAR tasks.

In addition, unlike many classification tasks, the characteristics of sensor data depend on the subjects in HAR.
Therefore, AIP-Net inputs contain several features tailored to the characteristics of the HAR task, e.g., diversity,
to address the issue.

4.4.13 Limitations. Sensors attached to limbs provided the data in many datasets used in our experiment.
However, HAR developers may want to employ sensors attached to body parts such as the head, which has not
been the focus of many public datasets. To investigate the performance of AIP-Net trained on standard datasets,
a dataset collected from sensors attached to non-standard positions will be used as test data in one of our future
studies. In addition, because large-scale public HAR datasets from many subjects are now limited, we could not
employ large-scale data from many subjects for our experiment. When several large-scale HAR datasets are
published, we plan to conduct an experiment based on large-scale data collection.

Assume that a target class is activity class A and classes to add contain classes A and B. When a HAR developer
re-trains the HAR model using additional data of the classes A and B, it is possible that the accuracy of the class
B decreases. The HAR developer can confirm the predicted accuracy change of the class B by regarding the class
B as a target class in AIP-Net before actually collecting labeled data of these classes. However, as shown in Fig.
9, the decrease in the accuracy rarely occurs in our experiment. Note that, as shown in Fig. 9, AIP-Net outputs
zero when the ground truth accuracy improvement is negative. This can be attributed to the ReLU activation
function used in the densely connected layer. Although AIP-Net output negative values when the tanh activation
function was used, the overall MAEs increased. This can be because training data points with negative ground
truth values are very few. As part of our future work, we plan to build a simple binary-classification network that
only predicts whether or not the accuracy of an activity class of interest improves by additional labeled data. We
believe that this function can be useful for the HAR developer to identify an issue of distinguishing inherently
similar activities (Fig. 3). When the performance improvement of similar activities by additional data collection
is not expected, the developer can notice that the other approaches such as attaching sensors to different body
parts can be effective.
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5 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new method that predicts the performance improvement of a current HAR model, i.e., it
determines by how much the performance would improve when additional data are used to re-train the HAR
model, before collecting the additional data. The experiment using HAR datasets revealed that the proposed
AIP-Net network can predict performance improvement by efficiently extracting useful information, employing
entropy-based attention and novel features (auxiliary information) to improve prediction. We believe that AIP-Net
will contribute to establishing strategies for additional data collection by HAR developers. As part of our future
work, we aim to explore an explainable AIP-Net that explains the reason behind an estimate of AIP-Net, for
example, by explaining why an additional data collection setting would improve the accuracy through employment
of an entropy-based attention map computed by AIP-Net.
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Fig. 17. MAEs of AIP-Net when the radius 𝑟 values and the number of entropy maps are varied
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